
Teaching Old Brands
New Tricks with
Transmedia Storytelling



Monday, 1 November, 11:15 » 13:00
Introduction & Practicalities

Wednesday, 3 November, 11:15 » 13:00
IdeaGen

Monday, 8 November, 11:15 » 13:00
Creativity and Storytelling, I

Wednesday, 10 November, 11:15 » 13:00
Creativity and Storytelling, II

Monday, 15 November, 11:15 » 13:00
Ethnography & Creative Insights

Wednesday, 17 November, 11:15 » 13:00
Understanding Innovations

Monday, 22 November, 11:15 » 13:00
Creativity and Value Proposals

Wednesday, 24 November, 11:15 » 13:00
Consumer Creativity

Monday, 29 November, 11:15 » 13:00
What's killing marketing creativity

Wednesday, 1 December, 11:15 » 13:00
Recap and Leading Creativity

Monday, 13 December, 11:15 » 14:15
SHOWCASE SESSION

Monday, 20 December, midnight
FINAL REPORT DUE!!



STORYTELLING BRANDS

1. Character outline 25% Nov 19th midnight
2. First draft 25% Nov 29th midnight
3. Anonymous Peer review 15% Dec 5th midnight
4. Final draft 35% Dec 15th midnight





What I’m going to do

1.Explain what is 
transmedia storytelling
(and why it matters)



What I’m going to do

2.Show that many of 
transmedia practices have
already ”crept into” 
contemporary marketing



What I’m going to do

3. Lastly, I’ll argue that there
needs to be a bigger change
in brand thinking to fully
take advantage of 
transmedia’s potential



so without further ado…

Transmedia

Storytelling





Let's face it: we have entered an era
of media convergence that makes
the flow of content across multiple
media channels almost inevitable. 
[…] Everything about the structure
of the modern entertainment
industry was designed with this
single idea in mind – the 
construction and enhancement of 
entertainment franchises.

” 



• Transmedia storytelling = the use of 
multiple platforms to aid in telling a central
narrative

• Example: a plot jumps from a movie to a 
comic book to a video game to a TV show etc.

• However, transmedia storytelling also refers
to the audience’s participation in influencing
”where the story goes next”





Two trends that ”caused” transmedia
1. Media industry conglomeration, changes in 

trademark and copyright laws è media 
franchises/content much more lucrative as 
business assets

2. Change in consumers and the evolution of media 
/technology / pop culture

Naturally, the two trends
supported each other



The business 
side of 
transmedia



Media convergence and business
• Convergence as a biz phenomenon 

familiar from other industries (e.g. cars, 
Morton 2000)

• 1990s: massive media consolidation, 
movie studios being bought by media 
giants

• Emergence of new media technologies and 
channels



Media convergence and business
• Digitalization has made content much more 

malleable è cheap to distribute same content across
new channels

• Bottom line: in the late 90s big media houses owned 
the content (e.g. Hollywood movie rights), media 
channels and spreading content was becoming 
cheaper all the time è ABSOLUTELY MASSIVE 
synergy opportunities



Copyright
• As other business 

advantages have become
hard to sustain (thanks to 
globalization), intellectual
property (inc. brands) has
shot up in value and 
become more ”business 
friendly”



• 1977: George Lucas managed to 
get all the Star Wars 
merchandise rights to himself

• Today: over 20 billion dollars 
worth of Star Wars 
merchandise sold

• Movie studios learned their 
lesson from this

Did Lucas “cause” transmedia?





Consumers
as readers of 
transmedia



Media culture evolution
• For transmedia, the most important change in media 

culture is the constant cross-referencing now 
happening between different media texts, or 
“Intertextuality writ large” (Kristeva 1986)

• This makes it difficult and even futile to evaluate or 
read  texts separately

• This is so ingrained to us now that the importance of 
this is often hard to see



Pop culture and transmedia
• Self-referencing and intertextuality the lingua 

franca of pop culture
• Transmedia storytelling would not be possible 

without people’s contemporary media / pop culture 
literacy

• “Somewhere down the line, popular culture started 
to reference itself and got really smart.” 
(McCracken 2008)



Example off the top of my head: The Simpsons’ 
“Deep Space Homer” episode (1994)  had at 
least 13 direct pop culture references, 
something like once every two minutes!





"It's as if we are getting so good at contemporary culture 
that lots can be removed.” (McCracken 2009)

“Characters in transmedia stories do not need to be 
introduced so much as reintroduced, because they are 
known from other sources” (Jenkins 2006) 







Pop culture and advertising
• The 30 second ad spot has heavily 

contributed to media text cross-referencing!
• If you have to tell and entire story in 30 

seconds or less (use of camera angles, 
aesthetics, music, sound tone etc.), you 
revert to familiar cues/tropes to be safe è
re-enforces these cues / language!



Consumers
as creators in 

transmedia





Consumers

• Fan/community-created content an old 
phenomenon, e.g. alternative plotlines in fan 
magazines etc.

• If you trace back even further, folk culture 
has been based on people modifying content 
and putting their spin on it for centurie





Consumers
• Participatory fan communities have always 

“skewed” towards sci-fi, fantasy, soap operas 
etc.

• This is because these types of stories rely 
HEAVILY on archetypal characters, because 
fans can easily “extend” archetypal 
characters è THIS IS THE BIG LESSON 
MOST PEOPLE HAVE MISSED!









Consumers
• Content digitalization and new media 

technologies enabled radical new ways of 
shaping and sharing content

• Thanks to the Internet, fan communities have 
started to organize and content manipulation 
became even more pervasive è participatory
culture

• The role of media technlogies in this shift has
been grossly overstaded, though



Business Consumers
• New media channels
• Cheaper distribution
• Digitalization
• Content consodolidation
• Copyright
• “Synergy!”

• Old folk practices of 
shaping content 

• Media / pop culture 
literacy

• New media technologies
• Digitalization
• New communities 

thanks to the internet



Transmedia 
in Practice



Transmedia storytelling
• Transmedia changes the focus of (marketing) 

planning, the idea of “world building” è create a 
rich brand that can be extended almost indefinitely

• “In transmedia each medium does what it does best” 
(Jenkins, 2006) è influences the selection of 
”where the story goes next” (e.g.TV vs. games?)

• “In a brand context, transmedia storytelling is similar to 
IMC in that it is told across multiple media and includes 
interactivity. It differs from IMC and interactive IMC in 
that it specifically focuses on a story and it does not tell 
the same story across different media.”



1. Spreadability vs. Drillability
2. Continuity vs. Multiplicity
3. Immersion vs. Extractability
4. Worldbuilding
5. Seriality
6. Subjectivity
7. Performance

” 



1. Spreadability vs. Drillability
2. Continuity vs. Multiplicity
3. Immersion vs. Extractability
4. Worldbuilding
5. Seriality
6. Subjectivity
7. Performance

1. Shareable content and engagment vs. 
deeper content exploration or hunting

2. ”Canonical narrative” vs. multiple
divergent narratives

3. More passive consumption vs. more
active DIY consumption

4. Logic of  breaking ”story chunks” per 
medium

5. Each contribution enriches overall
world

6. New story, new character as a 
viewpoint

7. Fan recreations and reactions



A good character can sustain
multiple narratives and thus lead
to a successful movie franchise. A 
good ’world’ can sustain multiple
characters (and their stories) 
and thus successfully launch a 
transmedia franchise.”

” 



The classic examples



In practice (24)



Two things above all
“Negative capability”: 
strategic gaps in storytelling that entice consumers to 
participate, speculate on “unanswered questions”, 
create content etc. (Long, 2007)
“Migratory cues”
(often aesthetic) cues that link different texts together, 
consumers use them to “navigate” the world (Dineheart, 
2008)
• Balancing participation and storytelling!



”Lost” was masterful in creating
negative capability, some questions
were in fact never answered



“Migratory cues” the Matrix hade 
unique aesthetics and tonal style



World Building and codes
Cultural Codes
Character Codes
Chronological Codes
Geographic Codes
Environmental Codes
Ontological Codes

“A storyteller looking to craft a 
potential transmedia narrative should 
carefully craft the world in which that 
story exists, and then make passing 
references to other cultures, 
characters, events, places, sciences or 
philosophies of that world during the 
course of the narrative to 
simultaneously spark audience 
imaginations through negative 
capability and provide potential 
openings for future migratory cues.”





Interviewer: In your book you make a distinction between what you call “East 
Coast” transmedia and “West Coast” or “Hollywood” transmedia. Can you describe 
the differences?
Phillips: The stock-in-trade of the West Coast, Hollywood style transmedia — you 
might also call it commercial or big business transmedia — is really, really big 
pieces of story, as in Star Wars and Indiana Jones, where you have a movie and a 
TV show and a book, and they make a whole that winds up being more rewarding 
the more pieces you know about. Whereas on the East Coast, there’s more of an 
indie film aesthetic and more emphasis on interaction and smaller pieces of story. 
So you might have a tweet stream, e-mail interactions and blogs as a part of your 
story. East Coast transmedia tends to be more interactive and more digital.
One of the most accessible examples of the East Coast style is wrestling. World 
Wrestling Entertainment is phenomenal transmedia. They have live events that 
people attend that are also aired on television, which is purely cross-media at this 
point. But on top of that, you have these characters acting like real people on 
Twitter. They’re amping up rivalries. The performers and the characters are 
essentially the same thing. They have a YouTube channel in which these same 
narrative threads are spun out. And then you see The Rock starring on “Saturday 
Night Live,” and all of his friends come as their wrestling characters, expanding 
that universe more and more into the real world.



• Transmedia is not only about long term
big franchises, it can be campaign-
based, too

• Most marketers are familiar with
transmedia through alternate reality
games (ARGs, kinda ”transmedia light”)

• This is probably the most famous
example…







#1 advantage of transmedia*
• Transmedia allows “tiering”, different 

levels of consumer particiaption è ”real 
fans” get more engagement opportunities, 
but you don’t lose the casual fans

• Transmedia is really demanding for 
consumers, almost too demanding

*Aside from the business synergy opportunities, that is



The overwhelming majority of these
examples are from the entertainment
industry. A ’regular’ brand could never
have a transmedia strategy!”

Or could it?

The typical disclaimer:

” 





















Can you think of 
any recent 
examples? 









As said, a lot of ”transmedia
practices” have already
crept into contemporary
marketing communications





TRANSMEDIA BRANDING: 
A communication process in which information 
about a brand is packaged into an integrated story, 
which is dispersed in unique contributions across 
multiple media channels for the purpose of creating 
an interactive and engaging brand experience
(Tenderich 2014, p. 16) 



While brands have already
learned a lot, I still argue
that there needs to be a 
change in brand thinking for 
brands to fully to embrace
transmedia!



From: ”How to 
get transmedia
to work with
our brand?”…

…to: ”How to get
our brand to work
with transmedia?

The goal should be:



Time-based narrative: foundational (“the first 
one” like Levi’s, Gillette) or “legendary” past-
recuperation of a pre-industrial “golden age” 
stories (e.g., many beer brands) 
Place-based narrative: geographical myths of 
origin (e.g., wine from La Rioja, prosciutto di 
Parma) or narratives about a promised land 
(political or religious narratives; tourism)

State-based narrative: state-centered stories 
(childhood and McDonald’s, youth and Coca 
Cola) or passage-centered stories (a transition 
or passage from old to young, from fat to thin, 
etc., like cosmetics or diet products)

Character-based narrative: stories centered on 
archetypes (characters represent values, like 
the Marlboro man) or real-life incarnations 
(celebrities like Steve Jobs or Giovanni Rana)
Expertise-based narrative: stories focused on 
craftsmanship (in this case the legitimacy relies 
on the producer, e.g., “home-made food”) or the 
product expertise (technical marvels)

Material-based narrative: stories about high-
tech artificial products (clothes, shoes, etc.) or 
natural and original products (organic or vegan 
materials)

Remaury’s (2007) six brand narrative types



Remember, archetypes as 
the catalyst for participation
was the lesson most
marketers have missed (in 
my opinion)















Will transmedia
storytelling enrich
popular culture or
make it more
formulaic?”
(I think: both, depending on 
how you look at it)

” 





In conclusion
• Media business conglomeration and 

media culture evolution drive this change
• Pop culture / marketing becoming

increasingly self-referential and formulaic
è this is also what drives participation

• Brands have already learned a lot, but
definitely could learn more!



DR. PAM RUTLEDGE | 
MEDIA PSYCHOLOGY
Transmedia Case Study: 
The Three Little Pigs



Q&A?


